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Abbreviations

Abbreviation

Explanation

Bn

Billion

BTC

Bitcoins

CAGR

Compound Average Growth Rate

ETH

Ethereum

EXIP

Expenditure Investment Profits

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

ITO

Initial Token Offering

Mn

Million

RIU

Research Intelligence Unit

ROI

Return on Investment

US$

United States Dollars
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EXIP Exchange
The First Phase of the “EXIP Project”
The Digital asset market is a 250 Billion dollar market with over 1600 forms of tokens. These tokens are traded on
exchange platforms all over the world around the clock. The Cryptocurrency trading platforms make their share
in the form of commissions per transactions.

EXIP Peer-to-peer Exchange Platform
The EXIP platform will make disruptive approach to the crypto exchange market to aid global scale crypto
transactions. A peer to peer trading platform with lowest commissions and high security, the digital tokens (EXIP
Tokens) sold in the initial token offering will aid greatly in lowest transaction fees in the market among all trading
platforms.
With distinctive advantage of touching Asian communities which is still marginalized in trading crypto-currency.
Specifically targeting the Asian niche to begin with the seven language platform has been fortified with multiple
fail safes and distinctive benefits to attract traders of all volumes. This measure guarantees high adoption and
increasing transaction volumes resulting in a solid revenue stream.

Following are the key benefits to traders;
01. Lower transaction commissions
a. 0.22% to seller ,
(0.11% at max discount)
b. 0.16% to buyer ,
(0.08% at max discount)

02. Lowest fiat loading fees at 2.9%
(Avg: 4.495% other platforms)

02. Lowest fiat loading fees at 2.9% (Avg:
4.495% other platforms)

04. Automated demand creation to the
token by the mobile distribution platform

05. Peer-to-peer trading platform

06. An EXIP token can be used for multiple
transactions prior to its depletion

07. Multi layer security for transactions
and wallets

08. Excellent user friendly interface

09. Scam proof interface

10. Multiple failsafe mechanisms

11. Multiple utility

12. First ever ISO 22000 Certified platform

13. 24/7 support line

14. Automated demand creation for the
digital token (EXIP Token)
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Above measures were taken with meticulous attention to detail with over a decade of experience of the founding
team in Crypto trading and the understanding of the problems that the Crypto trading community face.
The platform will be audited and ranked by 2 independent block chain auditing rating companies’ “Coin analyst”
and “Zeppelin”.
With a well planned marketing budget of 250,000 US$ the platform is expected to reach 1 million users by end
of 1 year from the ITO and launch of the platform.

Cash Flow Projections
ITO (Initial token offering) Q3 2019 (Expected from Feb 2019 to July 2019)
Soft Cap (Minimal ITO earnings)

US$ 1,700,000

Hard Cap (Maximum ITO earnings)

US$ 27,045,000

Estimated ITO Minimum (1/2 of Hard Cap)

US$ 13,522,500

Estimated Revenue through platform (1 year)1
Total Revenue Estimate

Estimated Cost Projection (1st Year)2

US$ 774,871

Product finalizing (Exchange)

US$ 750,000

1 Year Running fee

US$ 500,000

Total Cost Estimation At end of year one

US$ 1,250,000

Reserved Funds

Buy back reserve (45%of ITO) Avg

US$ 6,100,000

Investor Reserve

US$ 775,000

Total Reserve

US$ 6,875,000

Gross Profit Estimate (1 Year)

Estimated Profit (1/2 of hard cap)

US$ 6,171,500

� Refer Revenue Estimate for more information
� Refer Annexure 2 Cost Breakdown
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Return on Investment from token value appreciation
(Minimum at End of ITO 2019)
Planned company share for pre-investors

20%

Estimated gross profit at end of 1 year (Avg)

US$ 6,171,500

Profit share @ 20%

US$ 1,234,300

ROI on company profits

824.85%

Estimated net ROI (at 1 year)

874.85%

Return on Investment from token value appreciation
(Minimum at End of ITO 2019)
Token allocation for 750,000 US$ (@0.1US$)

7,500,000

Minimum token value appreciation

US$ 0.05

Total token value appreciation

US$ 375,000

ROI from token appreciation

50%

Road Ahead and Company Value Appreciation

3

Year

Goal

Expected Appreciation

Dec 2020

Reaching between first 50 Increase trading volumes to
Exchanges
250 Million US$

Dec 2021

Launch of Business Hub

Work in progress³

Ecommerce disruption through blockchain and smart contracts is expected through the EXIP
Business Hub, Ecommerce market is projected to be US$ 4.88 Trillion
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Executive Summary
This document describes structure, functionality, and features of “Expenses Investment Profits” (EXIP), a crypto
ecosystem to be launched by Mobiglotech Blockchain Corp. The primary function of the platform is to serve as
a trading platform for cryptocurrencies and trading of products and services using cryptocurrencies. However
the conceptual model of EXIP is not just confined to a trading platform. It also includes the implementation of a
utility token and an e-wallet. Subsequent chapters will cover these in detail.
EXIP aims to build an ecosystem that brings cryptocurrency users, companies, traders, customers, and merchants all together to one single platform via incremental introduction of new features thereby facilitating mass
adoption of cryptocurrencies. Mobiglotech understand that existing standalone systems are inconvenient, cumbersome and technically challenging to users. Thus there is scope and opportunity for Mobiglotech to fill this gap
by introducing the EXIP platform. With EXIP users will be able to make informed decisions and enjoy a variety of
possibilities for digital currency use. EXIP allows users to deposit, withdraw, buy, sell, and spend cryptocurrency
safely, and to take advantage of the additional services that are and will be continuously implemented on EXIP
platform to keep up with the fast-paced fintech industry. EXIP offers a unique user experience inspired by disruptive technologies and trends such as blockchain, smart contracts, DAOs, token sales, and so on.
The adoption rate of cryptocurrrencies has never been higher before which opens the door for many possibilities. Thus investors show increasing interest to find opportunities to invest in blockchain based technologies.
Among many startups Mobiglotech is a promising company that is determined to introduce an impactful platform
to facilitate ever expanding crypto-economy. Thus we believe as detailed in this report, Mobiglotech’s landmark
project, EXIP is set to bring a lucrative investment opportunities for investors.
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The Crypto Economy: A Global Phenomenon
Cryptocurrencies have gained wide public attention in a very short period of time. With this popularity, the value
of Bitcoins and many Altcoins has skyrocketed in recent times. With over 1700 cryptocurrencies, as of August
2018 the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies stood over US$ 270bn . The growing popularity of cryptocurrency as an investment has led to some commentators labeling cryptocurrencies as a new asset class (see
Figure 1).
Figure 1: Stocks that Skyrocketed in 2017 Compared to Bitcoin

Cryptocurrency is a

digital or virtual currency
that uses cryptography for
security. A cryptocurrency
is difficult to counterfeit
because of this security
feature. A defining feature
of a cryptocurrency, and
arguably its most endearing allure, is its organic
nature; it is not issued
by any central authority,
rendering it theoretically
immune to government
interference or
manipulation.
Source: investopedia.com
Source: https://howmuch.net/articles/stocks-prices-2017-bitcoin

Today, many vendors have started accepting cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange. In 2017 and 2018 Bitcoin’s acceptance among major online retailers included three out of the top 500 U.S. online merchants .The Bitcoin transaction volumes
are increasing with each year (see Figure 2). In this backdrop, digital payments are expected to reach a record US$726
billion by 2020, according to a study by Capgemini and BNP Paribas . The report predicts the global non-cash transaction
volumes to grow at 10.9% on CAGR basis during 2015–2020, an impressive adoption rate. Emerging Asia is set to play a
major role in this transformation. During the last two years, the introduction of mobile contactless payment solutions such as
Apple Pay, Google Pay, Ali Pay etc. has further spurred the growth of digital payments.

5
6

“Who really owns bitcoin now?”. Financial Times. Murphy, Hannah (8 June 2018)
“Digital payments expected to hit 726 billion by 2020 — but cash isn’t going anywhere yet”, CNBC, Browne, Ryan
(9 October 2017)
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Figure 2: Bitcoin Transactions per Second
Source: http://charts.woobull.com/bitcoin-transactions-per-second/

Cryptocurrencies have opened many new avenues for entities, investors, governments to explore. New start-ups
have been able to raise billions of dollars through Initial Coin Offerings (ITOs) which they may have never be
able to raised through an Initial Public Offering (IPO). Governments are exploring the possibility of issuing central
bank- backed cryptocurrencies. One country that recently got into official cryptocurrency is Venezuela. In addition to that cryptocurrencies have introduced disruptive technologies such as blockchain and smart contracts.
These are becoming vastly popular and recently experienced a widespread application in many industries
around the globe.
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Blockchain: Trends and Forecasts
Blockchain, the technology that is instrumental in the success of the
cryptocurrencies, is now finding its way to a wide variety of industries ranging from finance to publishing. Major corporations realizing
its potential, are exploring ways to integrate blockchain technology to
their current systems. Blockchains have the potential to dramatically
reshape the capital markets industry, with significant impact on business models, reductions in risk and savings of cost and capital7 . Some
central banks are exploring the possibility of issuing blockchain based
Central Bank money8 . Currently the adoption rate of blockchain based
payments is estimated at around 1%,particularly in e-commerce. IHS
Market, a data analytics firm in the fields of finance and technology, released a July report that forecasts block-chain technology could lead
to a business activity value of US$ 2tn by 20309 .In this setting as the
awareness and interest on blockchain grows, the phenomenon has
given rise to a new breed of block-chain consultancy companies. In
this context, we expect the growth of the blockchain advisory market
to make significant gains. Moreover, the impending implementation of
EXIP by Mobiglotechis a case-in-point that will witness the entry of a
blockchain advisory services provider.

Crypto-currencies: Trends and Forecasts
As described above, cryptocurrencies have become a global phenomenon and the crypto-economy will hit US$ 3tn in 2020 and by
2022, its size is expected to be around 10% of the global GDP. Consequently, many commentators and industry specialists, including those
working at Mobiglotech believe the world markets are in a state of
a major transformation and the power of the blockchain technology
and crypto-currencies offer an alternative way forward for the global
economy. Thus, they intend to provide opportunities for investors to
be part of the crypto economy via the EXIP platform, a comprehensive
cryptocurrency ecosystem comprised of a cryptocurrency exchange
and a business hub. According to a report by Statista, the revenue
from crypto-exchange and peer-to-peer industry will increase six fold
in coming 2 to 3 years. Furthermore, with closer to 11% annual growth
in global digital transactions, the revenues of e-commerce platforms
may also increase at least by 11%. In this setting we are confident that
the investment appraisal outlined in this report will be well placed to
enjoy a remarkable return.

Blockchain is a digitized,
decentralized, public ledger
of all cryptocurrency transactions. Constantly growing
as ‘completed’ blocks (the
most recent transactions)
are recorded and added to
it in chronological order, it
allows market participants
to keep track of digital currency transactions without
central recordkeeping. Each
node (a computer connected to the network) gets
a copy of the blockchain,
which is downloaded automatically.
Source: investopedia.com
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“Beyond the hype: Blockchains in capital markets”, Mckinsey & Company (December 2015)
“A primer on block-chain-based versions of central-bank money”, The Economist (15 March 2018)
9
“Blockchain Vertical Opportunities Report – 2018” HIS Markit,(2018)
8
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Cryptocurrency Exchange Regulations around the World
As the global crypto-economy becomes bigger and bigger some countries have introduced laws to regulate
cryptocurrencies and exchanges (see Figure 3). While some countries such as Japan and Switzerland are
supportive towards maintaining crypto-currency exchanges, other countries have taken neutral/hostile stance
against cryptocurrencies.
									

Figure 3: Bitcoin Legality around the World

Source: https://howmuch.net/articles/bitcoin-legality-around-the-world

Countries such as Japan, UK, Switzerland, Germany and some states of US consider cryptocurrency exchanges to be legitimate entities. However they may be required to register with a financial/monetary authority and
comply with anti money laundering counter-terrorism guidelines as other financial institutions. In addition they
may fall under the scrutiny of the respective financial/monetary authority. Countries such as Germany have
gone one a step further and have declared that Bitcoin is now essentially a “unit of account” and can be
used for the purpose of tax and trading in the country, meaning that purchases made with it must pay VAT as
with Euro transactions. In countries such as Denmark the legislation is much loser where Denmark’s Financial
Supervisory Authority does not prevent anyone from opening a cryptocurrency exchange.
The legal definition of cryptocurrencies can also change from one jurisdiction to the other. For example in
Finland, rather than a currency or a security, a Bitcoin transaction is considered a private contract and Norway
doesn’t define Bitcoin as money but regard it as an asset. These definitions may render different consequences
for users. For example if the cryptocurrency is defined as an asset, any profits arising out of the transactions
may be subjected to wealth tax.
Some countries such as China, India, and South Korea are still skeptical towards the crypto-currencies and
exchanges. In South Korea use of anonymous bank accounts for virtual coin trading is prohibited. In China
trading cryptocurrency are prohibited. In April 2017, the Reserve Bank of India announced that the bank
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would no longer provide services to any person or business that deals with cryptocurrencies, and that decision
essentially became law on July 5. Recently, the Central Bank of Sri Lanka issued the following statement “It is
hereby notified to the public that CBSL has not given license or authorization to any entity or company to operate schemes involving virtual currencies, including crypto-currencies, and has not authorized any Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs)”10 .
Though cryptocurrencies are yet to gain acceptance from financial authorities in some countries, the blockchain technology is welcomed by many of the countries. Many counties have understood the potential of the
technology and have encouraged the adoption of it. Therefore blockchain technology has not experienced
regulations as the cryptocurrency market.
Despite the efforts to control the access to crypto-economy and discourage invest in cryptocurrencies many
enthusiasts show great desire to be part of the crypto-economy. This offers an excellent opportunity for a platform such as EXIP to capitalize on enabling transactions and investment in cryptocurrencies.
Estonia is very supportive of cryptocurrencies and it has emerged as a haven for cryptocurrency startups.
Many startups have rushed to Estonia for its incorporation due to a friendly business environment and low taxes, any startup who would want to be incorporated in the country can go through their e-residency registration
program, which takes less than 30 minutes to complete, ensures a startup is compliant with taxes, banking,
and gets incorporated in an effortless manner. This is the main reason for Mobiglotech to base its key project,
EXIP in Estonia.

10

“Public Awareness on Virtual Currencies in Sri Lanka”, Central Bank of Sri Lanka,(2018)
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The Problems with Current Platforms

Cryptocurrencies are gaining acceptance both as a medium of exchange and as an investment / asset class.
Consequently, the quantum of digital transactions will increase to unprecedented levels in years to come. In
order to cater to this growing demand the crypto-currency exchanges and e-commerce platforms have also
mushroomed. But many of these suffer from several shortcomings;
 Poor technical architecture- Exchange systems need to be engineered from the ground up with security,
efficiency, speed, and scalability in mind. Many exchanges are developed by tech teams with little or no
experience into finance or running exchanges. They start with a very simple design by having little thought
on the scalability of the system. As the traffic grows these systems will not be able to handle transaction
volumes.
 Vulnerability to attacks and hacks – Crypto exchanges are frequent targets of attacks and hacks since
there is a great deal of money involved. EXIP is carefully designed to circumvent attacks and it’s important
to note that the architects have experience in building financial systems to ensure a high degree of security.
 Poor market liquidity- Professional traders and novice users are both affected by this. Having a shallow
order book means high slippage when trading, which is very expensive for traders. Getting miners, institutional investors and large traders into a new exchange requires a team with deep industry resources.
 Poor transaction speed – One of the crucial aspects overlooked by many platforms is the speed of transactions. Many exchange services are running as if they are running a social media site. A three second
delay in seeing someone’s status update would hardly be noticed. But in an exchange of this nature, the
same would be unacceptable as every microsecond delay is an opportunity to make money.
 Poor customer service- EXIP is built with the customer service in mind. EXIP has a dedicated on-call technical support team that will be able to assist traders as and when necessary.

Platform Comparison
The crypto economy is a lucrative market and many players have ventured into the business of offering crypto-currency exchange platforms. In addition to the main function, i.e. selling crypto-currency listed on the exchange, Crypto-currency exchanges differ by exchanges fees, customer support, the number of supported
coins, and country coverage. The table below demonstrates a comparison between top crypto exchanges.
Platform Name

Coinbase

Coinmama

Weaknesses
Users can only trade with
Coinbase Lack of support
for alt coins Limited
geographical coverage

Transaction Cost
1.49% on bank
purchases
3.99% on credit and
debit purchases.

Features
US$ 10 in free
Bitcoinfor the first
US$ 100 order

User base
20mn
US$ 150bn

Doesn’t provide its users
with a wallet on the
exchange.No crypto to fiat
5.5% when a credit or
conversion
debit card is used.
Users can only trade with
Coinmama
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Transaction or blockchain fees for sending crypto-currency
between accounts
850,000 users
on the exchange is
free Multiple
payment and
payout options

Bitpanda

Users can only trade with
Bitpanda

3.98% fees on credit
and debit card
purchases.

Luno

Only supports Europe,
South Africa, Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Nigeria.

Fully verified
Trading fees starting at
accounts are able to
around 0.25% and vary
trade over $100,000
on the trading pair.
monthly.

CEX

Kraken

LocalBitcoins

Bitstamp

Has uptime problems
occasionally.

Transaction fee is
based on 30-day trade
volume for all pairs
Taker fee -0.20 to
0.25%
Maker fee – 0.12 to
0.16%

Security, high
liquidity, and
cross-platform
trading.

Transaction fee is
based on 30-day trade
volume for all pairs
Taker fee -0.10 to
0.26%
Maker fee – 0.00 to
0.16%

Advanced order
types like stop-loss
orders
Offers high liquidity,
fast funding, margin
trading, etc.
Cross crypto
conversion

Supports only Bitcoins.
Exchange rates are set by
the users of the platform
Lack of secure
Free
transactions.
No advance
analysis/analytics

Volume based 0.10 to
.25%

20Mn users

2.5 Mn users
24 Hr volume
BTC 780

Allows users to trade
among themselves
individually
Resolution system,
a rating system for
traders, etc. It allows
users to post a quick
buy or quick sell ad
on the exchange
platform.
High trading volume
which gives more
liquidity.
Live order books
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Centralized vs. Decentralized Platforms
In addition to the features discussed above in the platform comparison one of the important features of an
exchange platform is whether it’s centralized exchange or decentralized exchange. Each type has its own advantages and disadvantages.
Centralized exchanges are third parties that match up individuals and institutions looking to exchange with each
other. The role of a centralized exchange is to reduce the friction involved in exchange by providing liquidity
and convenience through an account that holds funds and positions. Centralized platforms dominate in the
crypto exchange industry mainly due to its simple and user-friendly design and a vast array of trading options
such as margin trading, stop losses, and lending. It also offers more liquidity compared to decentralized exchanges. Centralized exchanges are preferred by novice users as the trading through centralized exchanges is
less complicated compared to decentralized exchanges where the users are required to have know-how about
executing Smart Contracts. In addition to that centralized exchanges offer mediation in resolving conflicts that
can arise out of transactions. Centralized exchanges operate as legal entities and thus have a better credibility.
Though popularity of centralized exchanges vastly overshadows the decentralized exchanges, they come with
a set of inherent issues. Above all, centralized exchanges are vulnerable to attacks. Mt. Gox is the most obvious
example of a centralized exchange failing its clients when in 2014 the exchange had 650,000 Bitcoin stolen due
to poor security.
In contrast, decentralized exchanges use smart contracts which allow buyers and sellers to trade directly without
the need for a third party. Though the concept of decentralized exchanges has emerged recently, it’s gaining
traction from crypto enthusiasts already. The most compelling reason for someone to select decentralized exchange over centralized exchange is the security. Because their nodes are distributed, decentralized exchange
users experience lower risk compared to centralized exchange users. Furthermore there is virtually no risk
of infrastructure downtime with decentralized exchanges. Centralized exchanges in China, South Korea and
Russia were forced to shut down by the government. But with decentralized exchanges the risk of government
shutdown is zero. This also implies decentralized exchanges are less likely to be regulated unlike the centralized
exchanges. Another contrasting difference when it comes to decentralized exchange is the high level of privacy.
With this the traders can remain completely anonymous. The transaction cost is comparatively cheaper to their
centralized counterparts.
However the decentralized exchanges are criticized for their crude and less user-friendly interfaces. Another
impediment to its growth in popularity is the limitations in support for tokens. For example a decentralized exchange that runs on top of the Ethereum network, can only offer Ethereum based tokens in their list of tradable
assets. In addition the level of service given by centralized exchanges is far more superior to decentralized
exchanges.
Understanding increasing threat of attacks on centralized exchanges Mobiglotech is determined to ensure the
highest level of security for its platform users.
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EXIP Platform Overview
What is EXIP ?
EXIP which stands for “Expenses Investment Profits” is a crypto ecosystem that brings together professional traders, cryptocurrency holders and first-time investors, and companies to trade with cryptocurrencies via the EXIP platform. EXIP trading platform is comprised of two
components;
 Cryptocurrency exchange – A peer-to-peer international
cryptocurrency exchange that allows users to trade
cryptocurrencies.
 Business hub – An e-commerce website that facilitates
consumer-to-consumer and business-to-consumer sales
using cryptocurrencies and fiat.
Mobiglotec would raise the seed capital to fund the EXIP via an ITO
(Initial Token Offering). This is a good opportunity for investors who
share the EXIP vision and believe in the project’s potential. EXIP token
is a utility token which can be utilized to earn points when transacting
via EXIP business hub. EXIP token will be transferable to fiat currency.
Via EXIP exchange EXIP coin holders will be able to exchange their
coins to fiat or any form of currencies. EXIP exchange will provide a
secure way for buyers and sellers who wish to transact using
cryptocurrencies for a very low transaction fee.
EXIP is being planned to implement in three phases;
 Phase 1- Initial token offering
Phase 2 – Launching of cryptocurrency exchange
 Phase 3 – Business hub

Centralized exchanges are
third parties that match up
individuals and institutions
looking to exchange with
each other. The role of a
centralized exchange is to
reduce the friction involved in
exchange by providing
liquidity and convenience
through an account that
holds funds and positions.
Decentralized exchanges
aren’t coordinated by one
entity. Instead, they run on a
distributed ledger, this
structure means that a
decentralized exchange does
not hold customers’ funds,
positions, or information, and
only serves as a matching
and routing layer for trade
orders. Fiat currencies are
official currency issued by
any governments such as
US$ or Euros.

Figure 4: Centralized vs. Decentralized Exchanges
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Core Elements
EXIP platform will be comprised of following core elements;
 A native utility token –A utility token is a service or units of service that can be purchased. With EXIP
digital token, users will be able to purchase the products and services that will be available on the
business hub.
 An e-wallet – a secure and easy way to buy, store and pay in cryptocurrency to any location in the world.
 A mobile platform –a mobile app for users to trade using EXIP platform.
As retail and e-commerce businesses begin adopting crypto-based payments, demand for secure and innovative payment gateway solutions will increase. Mobiglotech will be introducing a global peer-to-peer exchange to
local traders and international traders in a single platform. When buying through EXIP business hub, the users
will be able to enjoy lower product cost due to discounts.

Cryptocurrency Exchange

Purchase of cryptocurrencies via an exchange can be risky as some exchanges are prone to attacks/hacks. A
case in point is Mt Gox, a Japanese based crypto exchange was liquidated after a hacker attack. Reflecting on
these risks, the proposed EXIP architecture is designed with stability and security in mind.

Business Hub

Business hub allows merchants to sell their products and services over the EXIP platform and receive payments
in cryptocurrencies, thereby opening the local and international markets. The payments will be transferred within
a matter of hours and the transaction cost will be comparatively lesser than that levied by the traditional banking
system. Users can purchase products with cryptocurrencies/ fiat currencies securely and will have the ability to
earn points EXIP tokens which can be utilized to purchase more products and services over the platform. EXIP
business hub operation is more or less like a loyalty programme,

Utility Token

The EXIP tokens are awarded for transactions made within the EXIP platform. Using EXIP tokens holders can
purchase products & services and enjoy year round discounts.

Wallet

By default every user on EXIP platform has access to an e-wallet which supports multiple cryptocurrencies and
fiat. Wallet management functions include viewing balances in each currency, making deposits and withdrawals.

Mobile App Based Exchange platform

Mobiglotech will launch its peer to peer exchange in a mobile app on App store and Play Store along with the
release of the exchange and the ITO.
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News Feed system

The mobile app will be comprised of a news feed as well. With the news feed services the users will obtain news
alerts, trader alerts, and ICO news all in one app for all EXIP users. The idea is to give users with timely market
intelligence on current trends and developments.

Key Benefits
 EXIP is a peer-to-peer platform thus it will bring many key benefits associated with peer-to-peer
technology such as greater payment flexibility, higher security, and anonymity.
 Unlike many cryptocurrency exchanges where the users are not able to interact with each other directly,
EXIP offers opportunity for users to interact with each other. The key benefit of this feature is that the users
can close private deals with each other which will not be visible to other users.
 With EXIP, fiat conversion, loading and trading is possible under a single platform
 EXIP will be one of the exchanges with lowest transaction and loading fees (2%).Token holders can enjoy
up to 50% reduction in transaction costs
 EXIP token will carry attractive discount scheme that will bring down transaction costs.
 Upper limit of the transaction fee in EXIP platform is fixed. This means as the transaction volumes become
larger and larger the transaction fee will go down.
 Use of EXIP platform will be beneficial for both small scale traders and large scale traders.
 Fiat wallets will be insured for added security and peace of mind for users.
 EXIP token will have multiple uses from trading to utilizing.
 EXIP platform will be simple and easy to use.
 Unlike most decentralized exchanges, EXIP will have an on call support team 24/7

Unique Features
 It uses smart contracts which does not require the trading partners to rely on 3rd parties.
 The platform offers added convenience by offering the users the ability to deposit or withdraw fiat currencies to or from their e-wallets through merchant accounts like Paypal, Skrill, Neteller etc. around the clock.
This is especially beneficial for countries with restrictions in cross-border currency transfers.
 The platform is also equipped with a newsfeed where the users get the latest news updates on the
cryptocurrency market.
 It provides an option for companies to list their upcoming ICO listings. Through its public rating mechanism the ICO will be graded based on their investment attractiveness.
 EXIP platform offers opportunity for small scale investors who are new comers to earn tokens as a mini
investment plan through the mobile which they can use these tokens for various purchasing or trading.
 Private order placement facility- If two parties agreed to a predetermined private trade, EXIP platform
can be used to accomplish this without the interfere of a third party and the transaction details will not be
visible to other users.
 EXIP business hub is a peer-to-peer trade platform that allows users to buy and sell products and services
such as insurance, tourism etc. using cryptocurrencies.

EXIP Contribution to the Crypro-Economy
 EXIP is adhering to the true spirit of the blockchain, which is to have a decentralized process for transactions.
 EXIP will facilitate adoption rate of cryptocurrencies by general public by providing a highly user-friendly
interface.
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 Promotes faster and secure cross border economy.
 EXIP opens the door for individuals in all walks of life to be part of the crypto-economy.
 Setting a great example for blockchain driven industries by pushing the boundaries of technology.

Discounts System
EXIP token holders have the advantage of obtaining attractive discounts for the purchases they make via the
platform. The token scheme given below illustrates how users can enjoy increasing discounts as they hold the
tokens longer and longer. As users do transaction using the tokens in their EXIP wallet, they are absorbed back
into the system at a rate which is predetermined by Mobiglotech. Initially the absorption rate will be US$ 0.05
worth of EXIP tokens per each purchase.		
Token holding period

Discount from the tokens

1 to 3

35%

6 to 9

41%

3 to 6
9 to 12

12 to 15

Beyond 15 months

38%
44%
47%
50%

Mobile App Based Exchange platform
In addition to above more revenue will be generated by following means;
1. Purchase revenue from play store and app store
2. Ad revenue
3. ICO listing revenue
Walk through:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Customer pays the app store/play store to purchase the app
EXIP’s portion of the revenue will be transferred by Google
Customer will fill in the KYC details in the login screen and link if they already have a wallet
Small tutorial swipe will go introducing the exchange
App will have 4 swipe phases
a. Exchange Home
b. News Alerts
c. ICO listings with two audit reports
d. Trader alerts to be set by customers

The minimum price of the app is set to US$ 10 per annum. By default the users will have EXIP tokens equivalent
to the price of the application. Mobiglotech has allocated 60 million tokens for the wallet transfers which allow
users to start using the exchange right away along with discounts. It is expected that the number of downloads
can easily hit 1.5 to 2 million downloads within 5 years.
EXIP platform business model has been designed to encourage even small time investors thus relies on heavy
market volumes and higher frequencies to generate sustainable revenue stream for Mobiglotech. New users will
have an extra incentive to begin trading from the day as e-wallets by default have EXIP tokens. As the user base
grows the buy order numbers, sell order numbers and volume would go up making the platform more avid and
attractive to traders. Most revenue is expected be generated by the exchange,
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The Business Model
Crypto-Exchange

As indicated earlier crypto-exchanges are becoming quite popular among enthusiasts and investors. The daily
average volumes are significantly high. Often the exchanges charge both parties a percentage of the transacted
amount. This is the primary revenue source for exchanges and as the daily market capitalization grows exchanges can make significant incomes.
Figure 5: Crypto-exchanges’ Trading Revenue per Day

Source: https://howmuch.net/articles/crypto-exchanges-revenue
EXIP crypto-exchange revenue model will be quite similar to standard revenue models of crypto exchanges. It
will charge 0.22% transaction from the maker and 0.16% from the taker. The transaction cost will be reduced
when users hold EXIP tokens in their wallets. The details of the discount scheme are discussed in a later section.
Type

Transaction Fee

Taker fee

0.16%

Maker fee

0.22%
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Business Hub

Product transactions using cryptocurrencies are in the upward movement. Bitcoin is still the top currency of
choice. The second key component of EXIP is the Business Hub that allows businesses to offer their products
and services for cryptocurrencies. When transacting via the business hub merchants/vendors pay a pre-agreed
commission to Mobiglotech. In the purchasing process, buyers will earn points based on the value of their transactions which are redeemable in the form of EXIP tokens as per a schedule decided by Mobiglotech. Buyers can
also purchase goods and services using EXIP tokens and when purchasing with EXIP tokens they will be able to
enjoy substantial amount of discounts.
Figure 6 : Average Daily Transaction Volume of Selected Payment Networks - 2013 (US$ Mn)

Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/1681/daily-transaction-volume-of-payment-networks/

EXIP Token

EXIP token is primarily used for obtaining discounts and purchase goods or services via the platform. As the
platform user base increase it is expected that EXIP token price may also go up in keeping up with the demand.
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EXIP Initial Token Offering
EXIP token is a utility token which provides users with discounts for transactions occur through the EXIP
platform . Mobiglotech plans to start the private pre-sale part of the Initial Token Offering (ITO) almost immediately followed by the public offering within six months. The token is designed in such a way that ITO is equally
attractive to both large scale investors and small scale investors.

Token Allocation
The breakdown of the token allocations is given below;
Distribution Category
ITO & presales

Number of.
EXIP Tokens

Allocation in % Availability

30 million

10%

210 million

70%

Available to market %

30 million

10%

Bounty, airdrops, and to the Mobile Platform
30 million
and Future various distribution systems

Not available to
the market

10%

Team

CSR activities

Total

300 million

100%

Private Sale
A total of 12 million tokens will be issued to the private sale. Minimum investment in the private sale is set at ETH
1. The remaining tokens after a period of 1 month from the initiation of the private sale will be transferred to ITO
list. The token price is set at US$ 0.1 at its lowest during the private sale.

The ITO
Total of 300 million EXIP tokens will be created and on the initial token offering 210 million tokens will be available
for investors to purchase. As per the below schedule, the ITO tokens will be issued in 3 batches. In each batch
70 million tokens will be issued. The token price incrementally increases with each batch. The token sales are
expected to add US$ 26.25 Mn to the EXIP project capital.
Token batch

Token price (US$ per token)

Value of the token batch (US$ Mn)

1st (53 million tokens)

0.115

6.09

3rd (70 million tokens)

0.150

10.50

Private Sale
(17 million tokens)

2nd (70 million tokens)

0.1

0.125

1.7

8.75

Fund Utilization
• 45% Token Buy Back + Reserve Fund
• 2% or US$ 500,000 whichever the highest for marketing
• US$ 50,000 for legal
• Remainder for project management and dividend share
11

Disclaimer - EXIP is not an investment-grade security of any kind. The EXIP is a digital token for trading in the EXIP platform
and does not confer ownership of a stake in the business, nor a right to receipt of dividends, interest, or any other type of regular
payment. Mobiglotech does not guarantee profits or returns on funds given by buyers as part of the ITO.
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A token buy back smart investor trust agreement will be launched at the end of 6 months from the ITO (Jan 2020).
This measure is taken to build trust among token buyers as a measure of marketing the token. Also, it will act as
wall to avoid dumping of the currency. The decided amount for the buyback is (US$ 0.09cents) per token. The
buyback will end after the launch of the business hub.
Estimated reserve fund for the buyback at hard cap (US$ 27.045Mn): US$ 12.17Mn
This pool will be invested in a low volatile market till the end of the buy back and will be changed by the board of
directors depending on performance and customer feedback by revenue matching quarterly.
*The initial investment funds (US$ 0.75Mn) will be reserved along with the buyback pool.
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Technology Overview
EXIP will be built on Etheteum platform hence it will use smart
contracts extensively. This section describes underlying
technology of the EXIP platform.
Technology/
Programme

Rationale

Laravel 5.4 PHP  Supports up to 1 million server
Framework
request/ second.
(Web server, APIs)  Most secure PhP framework
using passport plug-in for Auth2
 Scalability based on Server
configuration, no backend
restrictions/Limitations.Blade
templates for front-end rendering.
MySQL
(Database)

 Faster, secure and impenetrable if

programmed correctly.

 Not necessary to waste

bandwidth and RAM of server
space with No SQL databases.
Open-Source and powerful
with extensive support.

Native apps
(Front end)

 Necessary for state changes

handling location based tracking.
And saving information in local
cache for longer durations.
Easier to integrate with Redis/
memcached in future.

Product
 Bitbucket - Version Control using Git
development tools  Sublime Text 3 - Text editor
 DigitalOcean - Live server with
console & SSH access
 MantisBT - Internal bug tracking
 iTerm2 – CLI
 XCode
 Android Studio

Ethereum is a distributed
blockchain network that focuses
on running programmable code of
decentralized applications.
Smart contract is a computerized
transaction protocol that executes
the terms of a contract.
The general objectives are to
satisfy common contractual
conditions (such as payment
terms, liens, confidentiality, and
even enforcement),
minimize exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the need for trusted
intermediaries. Related economic
goals include lowering fraud loss,
arbitrations and enforcement
costs, and other transaction costs.
Source-Tapscott, Don; Tapscott,
Alex (May 2016). The Blockchain
Revolution: How the Technology
behind Bitcoin is Changing Money,
Business, and the World.

Project
 Trello - For data storage and
management tools
external timeline display
 Asana - Internal role and task
allocation Invision - For UI
assessment
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Advanced Security Compliance
To ensure maximum security EXIP technology architecture will incorporate advance security features. Thus the
users can trade with confidence. It will also be fully compliant with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)12
. EXIP plans to utilize SSL certificate on the website and use strong data encryption to protect payment information and maintain the standards of ISO27001. It will also comply with The Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS) version 3.2 requirements, allowing EXIP to process card payments13 .

KYC/AML Compliance
Mobiglotech believes in ethical conduct and thus will adhere to ethical practices at all times. Therefore to ensure
that its platform is being used for legal and ethical transactions, the users are required to complete a Know Your
Customer (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML) process. EXIP procedures are compliant with international
“Know Your Customer” best practices as outlined in Anti money Laundering and the Combating of Terrorist Financing guidelines.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
While serving its users, Mobiglotech is planning to serve the society via engaging in corporate social responsibility activities. It has allocated some of its proceedings from token sales to achieve CSR objectives.

The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (“GDPR”) is a regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy for all
individuals within the European Union (EU) and the European Economic Area (EEA).
13
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is an information security standard for organizations that handle
branded credit cards from the major card schemes.
12
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The Road Ahead
The successful implementation of the EXIP exchange platform will enable many untouched and marginalized
masses to embrace digital asset technology.
2018
2019
Dec
Feb
Nov
Jan

Mar Apr May

June

July

AugAug 2020
Feb

Development of
Platform

Est Max
US$
(250,000)

ITO Marketing

(250,000)

Bounty and Airdrop
Campaign
Private Sale

1,700,000

ITO

25,345,000

Exchange Platform
Marketing

(250,000)

Revenue Generation

780,000

Year

Global
Market
forecast

Annual
Transaction
Volume In US$

No of
Users

Countries Mainly focus and operate

2020

1Tn

5bn

3mn

UAE/ Malaysia/ Thailand / Vietnam/
philipines/ Canada/
Singapore/ Russia/ Ukraine/ Venuzula/
Brazil/ Colombia

2021

1.5Tn

7bn

5mn

Japan /Korea/Hongkong/UK/Australia/
South Africa/
Nigeria/USA/China

Light paper Business Hub

2019 Apr

2019 June

2020 May

White Paper Business Hub
Launch of Business Hub
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Marketing
ICO Marketing Activates

COMMUNITY MARKETING
Bitcointalk

Yes

Bitcoinforum

Yes

Cryptocurrencytalk

Yes

Cointelegraph

Yes

CCN

Yes

HuffPost

Bitnewsbot

Yes
Yes

Yes

PR distribution in
500+ crypto websites

Yes

Twitter

Yes

Yes

LinkedIn

Yes

Newsletters

4 per week

Quora

Steemit

6 per week

INFLUENCER MARKETING

Infographics

3 per week

Bitcoingarden
ICOExaminer
Cryptointalk

Cryptojunction

ICO listing on top 20 sites
CONTENT MARKETING
Blogs Submission
Medium

Case Studies

Yes

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Yes

Facebook
Reddit

Telegram

6 per week
Yes

YouTube

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Top 20
YouTube

Influencer

Yes

Twitter

Google Adwords

Yes

LinkedIn

Twitter

Yes

Instagram

Yes

Yes

Guest posts and articles

Yes

Yes

Bounty program
consulting

Webinars

PAID ADVERTISING
Facebook

Remarketing

Display Networks
YouTube

Native advertising in
top cryptowebsites
SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION

Yes

Facebook

Yes

Bloggers

yes

Traffic analytics + data

Forbes

Yes

YouTube Channel Creation

Entrepreneur

Yes

PR MARKETING
USAToday

Venturebeat
Mashable

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Onsite Optimization

Yes

Email marketing

Video marketing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Weekly reporting

Content Optimization

Yes

Air-drop campaign
consulting
Yes

Organic Link Building

Yes

Yes

Video Creation

3

YouTube Video Promotion

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
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Financials
To initiate the project following expenses are budgeted for the first year.
Item

Amount (US$)

Foreign Business Registration /license and Bank
30,000
account opening
Office

30,000

Creating and Auditing whitepaper/Project

10,000

Advisors for Security/Tokenomics /technical/
legal/marketing

50,000

Creating the ICO Platform

20,000

Creating the Exchange

200,000

Participation of International events

100,000

Staff salaries / outsource services
(Community Management)

60,000

ICO Marketing Activities (As follows)

250,000

Total

750,000

1st Year Cash flow charts are predicted with experience in crypto platforms and trading is as follows

Revenue Break Down
Month

Number of Users1

Total Transaction Volume (US$)

1

5000

5,000,000

3

50,000

50,000,000

6

400,000

400,000,000

12

1,000,000

1,000,000,000

Revenue Streams
A.
B.
C.
D.

EXIP exchange commissions
Banner adverts
ICO listings
Token Listings

Reserved Funds after ITO:
A.
B.

Token Buy Back Fund (45% of ITO Raise)
Initial Investor Funds
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A. Estimated Commission Earnings after discount schemes (Per Month)
Month

Total Transaction Volume (US$)

Revenue from Commissions (US$)2

1

800,000

2139.4

3

4,000,000

10,697

6

10,000,000

26,742.5

12

40,000,000

106,970

18

100,000,000

267,425

24

250,000,000

668,562.5

30

500,000,000

1,337,125

36

800,000,000

2,139,400

42

1,100,000,000

2,941,675

Commission Structure Calculation:

 Seller: 0.22%
 Buyer: 0.16%
 Discounting Scheme: From 35% to 50%
 Estimated rough Commission structure usage :75%
 Average Commission structure estimated: 39.5%

Example calculation for a total transaction volume of US$100,
		Discount Users:
		
100 x 0.38/100 x 75/100 x 60.5/100 = US$0.172
		
Non Discount Users:
		100x0.38/100x25/100=US$0.095
		
Nett Revenue: US$0.267
B. ICO Listings
Charge per ICO Listing US$
First 3 Months

1000

6 to 12 months

2500

3 to 6 months

		
		

2000

Estimated Number of ICO Listings for 1st Year = 40
Estimated Revenue from ICO Listings = US$ 73,318
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C. Token Listings

 Charge per token listing US$ 10,000
 Estimated number of tokens to be listed = 20
 Estimated earnings from Token Listings = US$ 200,000

D. Banner Adverts
 Cost for Banner Advert = US$ 500
 Number of Ads estimated = 500
 Estimated Earning from adverts = US$ 25,000

		Total Estimated Non-commission earnings = US$ 298,318
* Profit calculation will omit buy back and reserve funds and is upon to change with revenue matching after
the approval of board of directors .

Total Commission Based Earnings US$

		

First 3 Months

19,257

3 to 6 months

56,158.5

6 to 12 months

401,137.5

Net earnings @ 1 Year

476,553

Net earnings @ 2nd Year

3,931,147.5

Net earnings @ 3rd Year

16,446,646.5

Revenue estimate Year 1 = US$ 8,846,168.00
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About Mobiglotech
Mission:

“To excel in the payment, crypto-market, and peer-to-peer industry”
Mobiglotech is a global startup company specialized in IT and blockchain related technologies with its headquarters based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. The development team will be located in USA while the backend would
be located in Estonia. It is comprised of a multinational team dedicated to bring rigour and robustness to the
development processes and to bring an enhanced user experience.
The core team will be comprised of blockchain professionals who have worked in many successful ICOs and
other Fintech-based projects.
 Mr. Shashi Meghawarna
 Dr. Chandimal Alahakoon
 Mr. Dasun Jayarathna

 Mr. Gayan Nanayakkara
 Mr. Aven Peran
 Mr. Samantha Ponnamperuma
 Mr. Niranga Jayakodi
 Mr. Tharindu Senadeera
 Mr. Dinitha Munasingha
 IKON International
The company will be advised by four key advisory panels on strategic issues pertaining to following areas;





Financial
Technical
Legal
Marketing

Figure 7: The organization structure
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The EXIP Team
EXIP team includes a mix of people from different backgrounds with impressive credentials. Some are young
professionals keen to make their mark. Some are industry veterans with decades of experience. With a mix of
enthusiasm and patience, careful planning and bold action, the EXIP team is ready to establish this innovative
approach to blockchain based trading.
Shashi Meghawarna
Shashi Meghawarna founder of Mobiglotech Blockchain Corp Pvt Ltd is a young entrepreneur coming from finance sector. He held positions as Senior Manager at corporate Division in Merchant Bank of Sri Lanka insurance and as Assistant Manager key accounts at
Sri Lanka Insurance. He followed his higher studies in computer system design at National
Institute of Business Management and Brighton School of Commerce in Singapore. He is
a leading blockchain and cryptocurrency community veteran in the Sri Lankan community.

Dr. Chandimal Alahakoon
Dr. Chandimal is a Medical Doctor by profession and a Lecturer at the Department of
Family Medicine, Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of Sri Jayewardenepura. Blockchain and crypto enthusiast, entrepreneur and philanthropist. He was also a coordinator
for the Family Practice Centre and was a Board Member at the National Centre for Primary
Care Research at University of Sri Jayawardenepura. Dr,Chandimal is a pioneering council
member of Sri Lanka Blockchain Association.He was a pioneering member in initiation of
Sri Lanka’s first ever Blockchain Laboratory, Sri Jayewardenepura. There he played a key
role in spear-heading the team, for the initiation of Sri Lanka’s Public-Private Partnership
to commence training local resources for the upcoming boom in Block Chain, Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality arenas. He is also currently reading for Phd and for an MBA
in Entrepreneurship.
Gayan Nanayakkara
Gayan has more than 11 years of experience in Human Capital Management. Before
founding the Mosaic, he worked as the Head of Human Resources at Envoy Holdings, an
elite company providing HR solutions in Asia. Gayan holds a Masters in Labor Relations &
Human Resources Management from the University of Colombo. He specializes in improving systems, processes, and services for clients by using advanced analytics, technology
& innovation.
Aven Peran
Aven holds a BSc from California State University and Associate of Business from MoorAven
holds a BSc from California State University and Associate of Business from Moorpark
College California. His visionary leadership and entrepreneurial capabilities have led him
to own and manage businesses both in the USA and Sri Lanka. Starting his career in the
USA in the hospitality sector, he moved through several industries and positions, gaining
knowledge and experience in a wide range of fields. He has played key roles in Management, Sales, Marketing & Training in the fields of Real Estate, Mortgage Banking, Logistics
& Education. His lifelong passion in trading and investing in stock, commodity & forex
markets lead him to discover the new and exciting opportunities presented by Blockchain
Technologies & Crypto Currencies. He is now the Proprietor of Lanka Liaison Network,
created to facilitate seminars, workshops and corporate trainings on the subject of Crypto
Currency, which he believes will bring about a new paradigm in the future global economy.
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Samantha Ponnamperuma
Samantha is an ex-banker, who possess almost 25 years of experience in local and foreign banking. He has experienced and mastered several banking segments such as retail
banking, leasing & finance, credit, and recoveries. His experience stems from his workplaces such as Hatton National Bank, National Bank of Abu Dhabi, Pan Asia Bank and Soft
Logic Finance where he worked in managerial capacit

Dinitha Munasingha
Dinitha has a BSc in Engineering (Hons) from the University of Moratuwa. He is an online
entrepreneur with seven years experience and is the founder of TaizerMinds Marketing &
Sales Strategies Group which manages many leading Online Stores in UK, Australia and
USA. He is also a cryptocurrency enthusiast, a researcher, investor and an energetic individual in the field of online marketing and cryptocurrency.

Dushyantha Perera
Dushyantha is a Partner in the Corporate and Commercial Law Department of Sudath Perera Associates where he heads its Investments, Mergers & Acquisitions (IMA) practice.
He has extensive experience in advising clients (ranging from high net worth individuals
and start-ups to MNCs, PE funds and international financial institutions) on a wide variety
of corporate transactional and finance matters. He is an expert in foreign direct investment
and public-private partnerships in Sri Lanka. He obtained his undergraduate law degree
from University of Nottingham, UK and a Masters degree in International Trade Law from
the University of Wales, UK. Dushyantha is a member of the Bar Association of Sri Lanka
and of the Inter-Pacific Bar Association.
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Partners

Mobiglotech also benefits from relationships with trusted strategic partners. Here are the most important ones,
shown in alphabetical order.

IKON International

IKON is a full-scale digital media solutions provider and branding agency which offers its services to a diverse
clientele ranging from large multi-nationals to budding start-ups. IKON International has a dedicated team of
young passionate and talented individuals to ensure that a brand looks better in their digital enclosure.

WinWin Solutions Agency

WinWin Solutions is a marketing and PR specialist company based in Estonia. They are specialized in promoting
ICOs and ITOs and have an excellent track record.

Sphinx Solutions

Sphinx Solution offers custom mobile application, software Development, UI/UX Design, E-commerce development & digital marketing services. They have successfully developed more than 500 solutions. Their portfolio
consists of applications having millions of users and applications that earned millions of dollars in funding.

Antier

Antier Solutions is an offshore product development company with a special focus on beespoke blockchain
soltuions, having its offices in India, U.K and Canada. Antier’s strength lies its experience, creativity and resourcefulness, and It is continuously employing cutting-edge technologies and frameworks to roll out powerful
digital projects.
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Annexure
Costing for EXIP Project
Exchange Development

US$ 250,000

ITO Platform and Marketing

US$ 250,000

Exchange Platform Marketing

US$ 250,000

Operational Costs for Year 1
Legal Fees (Local and Foreign)

US$ 50,000

Exchange License

US$ 20,000

Office Space and Utilities (local & foreign)
Estonian Employee Expenditure

Employee Training and Travelling

Employee Short Stay, Pondichchery, India
Payments (Per Annum)

US$ 60,000
US$ 27,600
US$ 3000
US$ 5000

CEO(SHASHI)

US$ 36,000

CFO (Singaporean)

US$ 30,000

CIO(RUWAN)

Hired Developers x 4
Liaison Officer(SAM)

Security Consultancy

Customer Support Services(out-source)
(Mobiglotech Sri Lanka)

US$ 30,000
US$ 38,400
US$ 9000
US$ 5000

US$ 24,000

Beuraeu Veritas Certification

US$ 5000

HR Services (Mosiac HR)

US$ 9600

Computers

Fiber Optic Broad Band Services
Stationary

Electricity and Utility
Insurance

Emergency Fund (10%)
COO

Head of HR

Setting up Holding Company (Singapore)
Marketing-Manager (Milhan)
Estimated Total
Sinking Fund

Estimated Total

US$ 8400
US$ 1800
US$ 350

US$ 2500
US$ 3350

US$ 29,440
US$ 30,000
US$ 30,000
US$ 25,00

US$ 12,000

US$ 472,940
US$ 37,060

US$ 500,000
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About RIU
The Research Intelligence Unit (RIU) is a pioneering research firm that values innovation, creativity, market intelligence and integrity. We offer research based consulting focused on several key sectors of the economy. Our
research and advisory services include market and financial feasibility, environmental and social impact studies
as well as traditional market research and investment appraisal for our clients.
RIU is a UK based company with its offices in London and in St. Albans. In 2003, the RIU established its Asia
regional office in Colombo where the company continues to grow and serve an international client base. Over
the years, the RIU has established itself as the premier research and consultancy firm for many top corporations
and development intuitions both in the U.K and across the globe. In 2015, the RIU started operations in the Maldives and currently we have a presence in key Asian markets including India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Singapore,
Indonesia and the Maldives.
Our work has been recognized for its originality and quality with award winning kudos as we endeavor to provide
timely market intelligence and promote sustainable practices to all our clients.

Key Services

Disclaimer
The services have been performed on a best endeavor basis. RIU will not be responsible for any conclusions or investment decisions made based on
the information available in this report. The reader is to rely on his/her own knowledge, investigation, judgment and assessment of matters which are the
subject of this report and satisfy themselves as to the accuracy and completeness of such matters.
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BE MARKET INTELLIGENT WITH RIU
Roshan Madawela
Founding Director/ceo
roshan@riunit.com

RESEARCH
TEAM

Lalinda Sugathadasa

Graeme Labrooy

Economist
lalinda@riunit.com

Director - Corporate Strategies
graeme@riunit.com

Shenuka De Silva
Research and Business Development
shenuka@riunit.com

Niﬂan Nahas
Management Co-ordinator
niﬂan@riunit.com

William Rezel
Editorial
william@riunit.com

Musaffa Mafaz
Editorial
musaffa@riunit.com

+94722741305
info@riunit.com

UK Ofﬁce
10 Briar road, Gangston
Kingswood Herts
WD 25 OHN

Sri lankan Ofﬁce
No 71/1 1/1
Gregory’s Road
Colombo 07

Maldives ofﬁce
Kadoodhooge
Saariuvarudhee
Maafannu, Male

Hong kong ofﬁce
RM 1125
No. 2
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